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Thom Yorke Quotes

       I think sometimes all the charities are doing is mopping up the blood.
It's a shame. 
~Thom Yorke

I want to be alone and I want people to notice me â€” both at the same
time. 
~Thom Yorke

And true love waits In haunted attics And true love lives On lollipops
and crisps 
~Thom Yorke

I think the most important thing about music is the sense of escape. 
~Thom Yorke

Amnesiac was written to make fun of senior citizens with alzheimers. I
hate them and I wish they'd die. 
~Thom Yorke

The video of 'Paranoid Android' has been censored by MTV. They took
all nipples out of the cartoon, but they had no problem with the scene in
which a man cuts off his own arms and legs. 
~Thom Yorke

I grew up under Thatcher. I grew up believing that I was fundamentally
powerless. Then gradually over the years it occurred to me that this
was actually a very convenient myth for the state. 
~Thom Yorke

It's easy to be miserable. Being happy is tougher - and cooler. 
~Thom Yorke

The more you try to erase me The more, the more The more that I
appear 
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~Thom Yorke

I can't wait to die so I can be a skeleton and play my chest like a
xylophone. 
~Thom Yorke

If I were to be any celebrity, I'd be Chris Martin. I've always wondered
what it would be like to be jealous of Thom Yorke. 
~Thom Yorke

I became a vegan because I'm better than you 
~Thom Yorke

Hungry Hungry Hippos is so depressing. You continuously chomp away
at those balls and you are alone and it's your birthday.' 
~Thom Yorke

Like a fat raccoon rummaging through the garbage, that how I eat. Like
a f-king fat raccoon. 
~Thom Yorke

If you want to be entertained, go and see Hanson. 
~Thom Yorke

If I could be any animal I would be a pony because then I could have
sex with ponies. 
~Thom Yorke

I am all the days that you choose to ignore. 
~Thom Yorke

The only real difference between me and chocolate pudding is that I am
not a black man. 
~Thom Yorke
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Trying to find my flaws is like trying to find a black person at one of our
concerts 
~Thom Yorke

I can be very drunk in a club in Oxford on a Monday night and some
guy comes up to you and buys you a drink and says that the last record
you made changed his life. That means something. 
~Thom Yorke

Sometimes the nicest thing to do with a guitar is just look at it. 
~Thom Yorke

Can you imagine a world in which the letter O does not exist? My name
would be Thm Yrke. Think about that. 
~Thom Yorke

Alot of my lyrics are about beating my children. 'Hit the bottom and
escape' is a cry for help. oh god someone stop me 
~Thom Yorke

It's hard being Thom Yorke. You have to get up every morning and look
at that face and not shoot at it with a gun. 
~Thom Yorke

I'm terrified of lasagna. I think it was to eat ME! 
~Thom Yorke

Making music for Radiohead is like going to the bathroom, I'm just
going to the bathroom constantly, and millions are watching me go to
the bathroom. 
~Thom Yorke

We weren't listening to guitar bands, we were thoroughly ashamed of
being a guitar band. So we bought loads of keyboards and learned how
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to use them, and when we got bored we went back to guitars. 
~Thom Yorke

Your fantasies are unlikely. But beautiful. 
~Thom Yorke

Radiohead is overrated. Thom Yorke's solo output, however, is brilliant.

~Thom Yorke

Someone needs to tell the truth, but it shouldn't be my job. 
~Thom Yorke

Sonic the hedgehog is a beautiful statement on capitalism. You spend
your whole life collecting yellow rings and then hit one spike and lose
them all. And there is a fat man who wants to kill you. 
~Thom Yorke

I've never believed that pop music is escapist trash. There's always a
darkness in it, even amidst great pop music. 
~Thom Yorke

The only thing worse than Radiohead fans is everything else except me

~Thom Yorke

Someone once asked me how the universe was created, I told him it all
began with Pablo Honey 
~Thom Yorke

I tied a bunch of balloons to a beach chair and tried to float up to
heaven. *begins to weep* There's no heaven, and birds tried to kill me!
*shrivels up* 
~Thom Yorke
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In November I'll be releasing my new solo record, entitled 'Box Of
Bees'. There's no music, it's just a box full of live bees. The deluxe
edition comes with more bees. 
~Thom Yorke

I bought a blimp just so I could get a bunch of wankers excited over
nothing, what did you do with your weekend? 
~Thom Yorke

I'm not afraid of computers taking over the world. They're just sitting
there. I can hit them with a two by four. 
~Thom Yorke

You'll go to Hell For what your Dirty mind is thinking. 
~Thom Yorke

People are born with certain faces, like my father was born with a face
that people want to hit. 
~Thom Yorke

I'm listening to Aphex Twin. That makes me cultured and interesting. 
~Thom Yorke

It's impossible being me, I radiate a glow that makes others turn and
grimace in horror as if staring into the sun. 
~Thom Yorke

I've been reading a book lately. That book is Thom Yorke, and the
conclusion is that he's brilliant. 
~Thom Yorke

I recently enrolled at an elementary school and they accepted me. I am
finally going to get revenge on those kids that beat me up as a boy,
assuming they are still attending. 
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~Thom Yorke

If I had one wish I'd wish for a million wishes because I am clever. 
~Thom Yorke

To protest, I stood in the place of a waste receptacle and opened my
mouth. That's how I lost my virginity *laughs* 
~Thom Yorke

I don't know why people called me Tom. My name is THUMB. 
~Thom Yorke

My songs are my kids. Some of them stay with me, some others I have
to send out, out to the war. It might sound stupid and it might even
sound naive, but that's just the way it is. 
~Thom Yorke

Rock music is, is a necessary evil, like beating my children with penny
loafers 
~Thom Yorke

If I could do just one thing to change the world, I'd make everyone
Thom Yorke, and this would be paradise. 
~Thom Yorke

If I was made of chocolate I would melt myself in a car to ruin the
interior. 
~Thom Yorke

If we replaced all of our guns with chicken sandwiches it would end all
war immediately. 
~Thom Yorke

My mother tried to abort me herself with a coathanger, hence my
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wobbly eye. 
~Thom Yorke

When people ask me for an autograph I usually ask for a pen and then
stab them with it. 
~Thom Yorke

I'm not saying my fans are stupid, but I once left a cabbage onstage
next to a harmonica and nobody noticed for three hours 
~Thom Yorke

I use various soaps and hand sanitizers in the shower. I shower maybe
fifteen times a day, but Thom Yorke is never really clean *laughs*. 
~Thom Yorke

My uncle used to sit me on his lap and play "ventriloquist", only I wasn't
wearing pants. 
~Thom Yorke

I actually saw the loch ness monster when I was 9. She was big as a
house. Want to know who the loch ness monster is? It's your obese
mother. Burn mother****er 
~Thom Yorke

I named my son Noah for the same reason Chris Martin named his
apple: we're asses. 
~Thom Yorke

I don't write lyrics, the lyrics write Thom Yorke 
~Thom Yorke

I'm still not certain on the nature of the spork, whether it is a fork and a
spoon, or a fork and a knife mixed together, or maybe a fork and a fork
on top. Life is full of mysteries yeah man 
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~Thom Yorke

If I were a bottle of wine, my name would be Thom Cork 
~Thom Yorke

The whole point of creating music for me is to give voice to things that
aren't normally given voice to. 
~Thom Yorke

There's the beautiful people and then there's the rest of us. 
~Thom Yorke

My parents mistook me for a sack of potatoes so I sat in the corner of
the kitchen for the first 13 years of my life. My birth name is Thom
Potatoes. 
~Thom Yorke

Most of my dancing is actually convulsions from having to listen to my
own music 
~Thom Yorke

I'm such a tease And you're such a flirt... Routines and schedules Drug
and kill you Kill you. 
~Thom Yorke

My nickname in grade school was salamander because I have a lazy
eye 
~Thom Yorke

If I was an owl, I would peck your eyes out. Wow this lyric is ****ing
brilliant. 
~Thom Yorke

Every Christmas people are so nice to me, they think I am Little Tim
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from A Christmas Story. But I'm not. *smiles* 
~Thom Yorke

I'll regularly just burst out into laughter at funerals, at the expense of the
dead. What's the difference between a dead person and Thom Yorke?
One is talented and the other is dead. **** you grandma 
~Thom Yorke

The hardest part about being in Radiohead is listening to my own
music. 
~Thom Yorke

There are a lot of things I cannot do, such as eat books and read
chicken. 
~Thom Yorke

I lost my virginity to a pumpkin when I was 23. Back then I was
convinced I was actually a Vegetable, hell, that's what the song is
about. 
~Thom Yorke

It's a fine line between writing something with genuine emotional impact
and turning into little idiots feeling sorry for ourselves and playing
stadium rock. 
~Thom Yorke

There was a clown that tried to eat me as a boy, in my nightmares.
Years later I found a clown for booking online who resembled him
named Patches. Needless to say, Patches is dead now. 
~Thom Yorke

When I go forwards, you go backwards  And somewhere we will meet. 
~Thom Yorke
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People sometimes say we take things too seriously, but it's the only
way you'll get anywhere. 
~Thom Yorke

Mephostopheles is the name of a male gigolo I knew. When he's
reaching up to grab me, I suppose it's an erotic bit of poetry. 
~Thom Yorke

I've tried crowd surfing but the radiating light that surrounds me kept
sending me floating into the heavens. Goddamn I'm beautiful 
~Thom Yorke

Almost every song on OK Computer revolves around how I am afraid
computers get up at night and attempt to choke me with their
wires.*doesn't laugh* 
~Thom Yorke

Kid A is about an abortion. *laughs* It's about how our music is an
abortion 
~Thom Yorke

I'm a creep, I'm a weirdo. What the hell am I doing here? I don't belong
here. 
~Thom Yorke

I ultimately decided that I couldn't beat it more than three times a day,
(I) was just too drained and chapped. That's what Radiohead is about.
You're just drained and chapped, down there. 
~Thom Yorke

I'm a creep, I'm a weirdo. 
~Thom Yorke

Imagine? Yeah I can imagine John Lennon being dead. 
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~Thom Yorke

I think we're entering a very dangerous time. The West has set itself up,
decided it's in charge, not for good intentions, not for the benefit of
mankind. 
~Thom Yorke

At the KFC there's, lot of black people there innit *laughs* 
~Thom Yorke

What the hell am I doing here? 
~Thom Yorke

In an interstellar burst, I am back to save the universe. In a deep deep
sleep of the innocent, I am born again. In a fast German car, I'm
amazed that I survived, An airbag saved my life... 
~Thom Yorke

I'm horrified of leprechauns. I'm horrified that I might be leprechauns. 
~Thom Yorke

Maybe I'm not the gloaming witches smart, but at least I'm not our
stupid liffey hamburger mongrels 
~Thom Yorke

Well, my son really loves wildlife. And everytime he draws a polar bear I
want to tell him there probably won't any by the time... he's my age.
That's kinda hard to deal with. 
~Thom Yorke

I'll take a quiet life, A handshake of carbon monoxide. No alarms and
no surprises... 
~Thom Yorke
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So ultimately, it's idealistic to think that artists are able to step away
from the power of the media and the way it controls things, and go on
doing their own things. 
~Thom Yorke

I sometimes have birthday parties for the kids in my neighborhood and
then pretend to suggest that I am going to molest them to the parents.
It's a hilarious prank even though I am not a paedophile. 
~Thom Yorke

People in bands don't have the kind of conversations people might
think they have. The best things about being in a band are the things
that are unsaid. 
~Thom Yorke

Getting everything you want has nothing to do with anything. 
~Thom Yorke

At home I've got a very puerile, juvenile sense of humour. 
~Thom Yorke

It's not so much that I'm an atheist so much as the sneaking suspicion
that I myself may be god 
~Thom Yorke
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